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Executive Summary

Over 30 Organizational Leaders representing more than 20 different organizations gathered on
May 2, 2018 to bring Ideas to Action! The participants were presented with four different Smart
Cities’ Challenges and gathered in teams to first understand each challenge then to identify how
innovation and technology can help us address these challenges.
The following are the top Solutions, carried forward into a loose framework identifying the time
frame (short-term, mid-term, and long-term), key stakeholders, and the key actions. These
Bold Action Plans can be found starting on page 26.
TOP SOLUTIONS TO THE CHALLENGE:
Safety on Limited Access Highways (Interstate)
1. Deploy CV technology
2. Implement variable speed limits
3. Implement ICM (Integrated Corridor Management)/Smart mobility platform
TOP SOLUTIONS TO THE CHALLENGE:
Safety on Arterials and Local Streets
1. Complete street/context-sensitive designs to balance multiple modes
2. Analytic tools – multi-modal travel
3. Pedestrian- and bicycle-friendly innovations & technology (V2X communications, signals,
& design)
4. Increase number of safe mid-block crossings
5. Cameras/sensors for detection, enforcement & data collection
TOP SOLUTIONS TO THE CHALLENGE:
Infrastructure Readiness
1. Use technology to avoid costly infrastructure improvements (e.g., 5G vs. fiber)
2. Centralized data/infrastructure management center. Real-time data. Share costs among
multiple agencies. Share implementation road maps.
3. Public safety: gunshot detection, weather warnings, evacuations, traffic incident
management (crashes/special events)
4. Share lessons learned across agencies/regions to reduce wasteful technology trials and
increase the adoption rate of successful technologies.
TOP SOLUTIONS TO THE CHALLENGE:
Mobility Options
1. Improving access to information on multiple modes for trip - real-time information, etc.
2. Using technology to link data sources and assist in how we leverage that data - open
source, standardization
3. Testing new ideas with technology with the intent to scale
4. Using technology to share information with the users, other implementers, and decision
makers
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Agenda
Welcome & Session Objectives
8:30am –
8:45am




Welcome: Dr. Robert Bertini, Director, Center for Urban Transportation
Research
Session Objectives and Collaborative Process: Tina Fischer, Collaborative Labs
Breakout Session 1: Understanding our Mobility Challenges
Participants will be mixed into a Smart Cities Challenge area in which they can add
value:

8:45am –
10:00am

Team 1: Safety on Limited Access Highways (Interstates)
Team 2: Safety on Arterials and Local Streets
Team 3: Infrastructure Readiness
Team 4: Mobility Options
Teams will brainstorm and prioritize answers to the following questions:
 What would success look like, if we were able to address this




challenge?
What are the barriers to success?
What performance metrics would you use to measure success?
What lessons can we learn from others?

Breakout Session 2: Solving the Challenges with Technology
Part 1: Participants will stay in their teams to brainstorm solutions to the Challenges
by answering How can technology and innovation help us address the

challenge?
10:00am –
11:45am

Part 2: In their team areas, participants will build a Bold Action Plan with key
actions, timeframes, and key stakeholders.
 Short Term: < 1 year
 Mid-Term: 1 – 3 years
 Long-Term: 3 – 5 years

11:45am –
12:00pm
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Note: The colored dots were used to indicate their first breakout teams.
GREEN – Safety on Limited Access Highways (Interstates)
RED – Safety on Arterials and Local Roads
BLUE – Infrastructure Readiness
YELLOW – Mobility Options
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Welcome & Session Objectives



Welcome: Alice Price, Florida Department of Transportation
Session Objectives and Collaborative Process: Tina Fischer, Collaborative Labs
Tina Fischer, Facilitator, Collaborative Labs: Good morning and welcome.
Thank you for coming this morning. Has anyone been here before? We’ve been
here for about 14 years. We have a group in Orlando today with the Florida
Chamber Foundation talking about the same thing. Their initiative is Pathways to
Prosperity, which includes transportation, education, and affordable housing. Rob
Bertini is delayed, but Alice is going to kick us off.
Alice Price, Florida Department of Transportation: Good morning. Is
everyone ready for a big day? I am Alice Price. Welcome to the I2A workshop. I
hope you are excited to be here and ready to take some action. We’re going to
transform our ideas to action.

In our first meeting back in December 2017, we talked about being a “Smart City,” where we
proactively use data and technology to improve people’s lives. We looked at some examples
throughout the region. While the alliance was inspired by USDOT’s Smart City Challenge, we
understand that the benefits of the program can be realized not only in transportation, but also
in energy, health care, resource management, and beyond.
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We also highlighted the importance of regional collaboration. We tried to incorporate as many
of the logos as we could in this slide. You are all here because you represent a balance of
government, academia, and private sector perspectives. We have planners, engineers,
developers, health practitioners, and business persons. Our common thread is the desire to see
our region embrace innovation and technology as we address some of our most challenging
issues.

This collaboration has already led to some early wins. The University of South Florida and the
City of Tampa recently signed an MoU (Memorandum of Understanding) to solidify their
partnership, which is now recognized as a part of the MetroLab network. MetroLab is
nationwide organization of 35 city-university partnerships focused on bringing data, analytics,
and innovation to municipal government.
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The purpose of today’s workshop is to develop an action plan of short-, mid-, and long-term
intelligent mobility solutions. The key word is “action.” In the end, we will have a list of actions
that we can take to address our challenges and line up future funding opportunities.

This process will enable us to transform your ideas to actions. Today, we are collecting and
prioritizing your ideas, and then organizing them into a loose framework. Then, we will develop
basic action plans for the top ideas. After today, actions teams will vet the plans further and
begin to deploy!

CollaborativeLabs@spcollege.edu
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So, the question we are here to answer today is: How can technology and innovation help
address our mobility challenges? As you go into your session you’re going to be focused on four
different challenges. Our discussions will focus on Safety, Infrastructure Readiness, and Multimodal Options.

Now, Tina is going to talk us through the process.
Tina: Thank you. I am excited you are here today! I have three 16-year-olds
getting their driver’s licenses this month and I am all for safety on the roads.
(Laughter.) We have many different organizations represented here today, that’s
great! Give yourselves a round of applause. (Applause.) Thank you for coming and
spending your morning with us.
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These are our objectives today. We picked four challenges. We have two breakout sessions.
We’ll brainstorm specifics about each challenge, identify solutions, pick the top three, and build
a framework for short-term, mid-term, and long-term. We’re going to walk out the door with
action items and key stakeholders.

Breakout Session 1: Understanding our Mobility Challenges
Participants will be mixed into a Smart Cities Challenge area in which they can add value:
Team 1: Safety on Limited Access Highways (Interstates)
Team 2: Safety on Arterials and Local Streets
Team 3: Infrastructure Readiness
Team 4: Mobility Options
Teams





will brainstorm and prioritize answers to the following questions:

What would success look like, if we were able to address this challenge?
What are the barriers to success?
What performance metrics would you use to measure success?
What lessons can we learn from others?

Tina: Here are the four challenges we will address today. Some of you responded with your
desired team, but if you didn’t get your top choice just go with it, and you’ll have the
opportunity to switch teams later in the process.

CollaborativeLabs@spcollege.edu
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PJ in the back is our technologist and Karin is our documenter. Every discussion and idea is
captured in the Real-time Record, which you’ll get later this week. Here is our ThinkTank
software. At the top, you’ll see the first challenge question. Your team will answer the four
questions:
 What would success look like, if we were able to address this challenge?
 What are the barriers to success?
 What performance metrics would you use to measure success?
 What lessons can we learn from others?
You will type in your brainstorming ideas and press Enter after every idea.
The way our collaborative process works is we will break out into teams. You’ll appoint a
keyboarder to enter the team’s ideas and a spokesperson to share them with the group. PJ
plays music when it’s time to move. The restrooms are down the hall to the left. We have no
breaks built in, so take one when you need to.

CollaborativeLabs@spcollege.edu
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On your nametag you have a colored sticker that corresponds to the team you’re in. We’ll
deploy to the Water Lab. We have worksheets on the table if you would like to use them for
brainstorming. You’ll notice as the keyboarder enters ideas, you’ll see them up there, even from
the other teams.

The participants broke teams for brainstorming.
Understanding our Mobility Challenges – Team Reports
Tina: Does each team have a spokesperson? We are going to report out on Challenge 1, what
success would look like. Okay, PJ is changing the screen so we can all see. Let’s start with
Team 1.
Team 1: Safety on Limited Access Highways (Interstates)

1. What would SUCCESS look like?
1. Ultimate success is zero crashes
2. Reduction of fatal and injury crashes
3. Improved throughput
4. Reduction/elimination of non-recurring incident-driven congestion
5. Better speed harmonization
6. Better user comfort
7. Multi-modal limited access
8. Facility choice aligns with planned use
2. What are the BARRIERS to success?
1. Regulation
2. Education/perception
3. Lack of public support
4. Network design
5. Real-time information dissemination
6. Lack of public/private collaboration on tech implementation
7. Distraction
8. Work zones
9. Reliance on single-occupant vehicles
3. What PERFORMANCE METRICS would you use to measure success?
1. Reduction in fatalities and injuries (raw numbers)
2. Reduction in fatality and injury rates

CollaborativeLabs@spcollege.edu
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3. Travel time reliability improvement
4. Personal travel time improvement (vehicle + transit + bike/ped)
5. Speed harmony (per lane)
6. Total incident cost reduction (all factors)
7. Road Ranger response rates/times
8. Reduction in multi-car collisions
9. Abandoned vehicle (and other debris) rate reduction
10. Trip length
4. What LESSONS can we learn from others?
1. How do others keep shoulders clear?
2. How have others successfully implemented ramp metering?
3. How have others successfully implemented new regulations (speed enforcement/variable
speed limit (VSL)/etc.)?
Johnny Wong, Hillsborough Metropolitan Planning for Transportation: Our
vision is to prevent fatalities and serious injuries on the highways. We do not accept
fatalities on our roads. We define success as allowing throughput without bumperto-bumper traffic. We want to improve the user-experience. We may be able to
make the interstates safer, but it needs to transfer to the user. We want to make
the roads safe enough for bike and pedestrians as well. (Applause.)
Team 2: Safety on Arterials and Local Streets

1. What would SUCCESS look like?
1. Vision Zero - zero fatalities by two years
2. Culture shift - Proactive look at safety - rather than reactive. For example: understanding
near misses
3. Zero injuries
4. People using multiple modes safely - cars, bikers, transit, walkers
5. Finding the right balance (e.g., Smart parking - make parking easier to allow folks to go to
merchants, create bike lanes)
6. User acceptance
7. Make the envelop flexible - technology will change - then we can adapt (get away from
traditional planning)
8. Should there be safety requirements that the government mandates with car
manufactures? (For example: discussion about Dedicated Short Range Communications
(DSRC) - connected vehicle 2021)

CollaborativeLabs@spcollege.edu
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2. What are the BARRIERS to success?
1. Acceptance by the public
2. Local municipalities
3. Getting citizens to participate in pilot projects (such as autonomous vehicle project) privacy concerns, insurance
4. Compliance - users don't follow
5. People don't want narrow lanes, don't want to go slow
6. Getting to the right people involved
7. Diverse agendas - removing parking to create bike lane
8. Distracted drivers
9. Tools to make use of big data
10. Technology is thought of as a 13-year capital improvement project. Be flexible to
capitalize on "new" ideas
11. Success of projects (such as connected cars) rely on drivers to follow
12. Sustainability of projects - outside of govt paying for it - private investors
13. Connectivity of apps - tools for users
14. To do projects on local roads - dozens of "owners" of local roads - lots of players to
navigate. Impacts ability to do regional solutions/tech
15. Acceptance rate and financial means to adopt connected vehicles
3. What PERFORMANCE METRICS would you use to measure success?
1. Zero fatalities
2. ATSMs - signal metrics, delay in real time, red-light running, pedestrian detection failures,
etc.)
3. User surveys - to see how we are doing, perception of multi-model, use of multi-model
4. Number of safety projects, reduction in crashes, reduction in crash severity
5. Number of connected users - smart vehicles, apps, etc.
6. Link to local economy impact - use of multi-modal
7. Land-use metric
8. Increasing number of pedestrians, bikers
9. Types of trips that pedestrians, bikers, etc. take
4. What LESSONS can we learn from others?
1. I don't know what I don't know
2. Pasco live-work-play - Connected City
3. Sunbelt cities?
4. Look for areas that have suburb and city areas together
5. European cities that are designed around pedestrians
6. Singapore
7. Complete street programs in other cities
8. USDOT 5 pilots on driver habits, connected vehicles, etc.
9. Talk together as a region - communication (like today) to share ideas
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Kris Milster, Traffic Technology Services: Like Team 1, zero fatalities is our
goal. We have a diverse group of local and arterial streets. We are also looking for
a culture shift, to not allow for accidents. We want to be very focused and
deliberate. We want to reduce accidents and the likelihood of crashes to achieve
zero fatalities. We want to find user acceptance in this. If they accept this, we will
be more successful. With technology, we need to be flexible and innovate quickly.
Last, seeing safety requirements on personal vehicles would be a success. (Applause.)
Team 3: Infrastructure Readiness

1. What would SUCCESS look like?
1. A regional enterprise data-management (data dashboard/warehouse/application
programming interface (API)) that supports awareness and availability of existing
consistent regional data and open systems (e.g., directory of open systems, API for realtime transit data, power grid, street lights)
2. Leveraging shared communications infrastructure
3. Consistency (interoperability) of roadway infrastructure maintenance (e.g., connected
vehicles)
4. Mature risk management process (National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
guidelines) for cyber-physical systems
2. What are the BARRIERS to success?
1. Lack of funding framework for private/public partnerships (e.g., to jointly fund DSRC or
5G)
2. Existing systems have disparate architectures, implementations, owners, and funding
cycles - not easily connected
3. Availability of regional funding (that can be applied to multiple jurisdictions) to pursue
infrastructure upgrades
4. Customization costs to integrate legacy systems
5. Lack of alignment for roadmap for communication infrastructure upgrades (i.e., 5G vs.
DSRC) between private/public sector
3. What PERFORMANCE METRICS would you use to measure success?
1. Regional road miles of CV/AV compatible infrastructure (e.g., signs, markings,
communication, advanced control equipment)
2. Reliability and speed of communications
3. Number of shared, discoverable/visualized data sources
4. Number of agencies with shared communication infrastructure
5. Number of intrusions on cyber-physical infrastructure
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4. What LESSONS can we learn from others?
1. It's a marathon, not a sprint (e.g., Columbus Smart Cities Challenge difficulties)
2. It's a collaborative approach across multiple regional entities (public and private)
3. Very early to learn from others
4. Look at failures (few examples of good successes because of novelty of technologies)
Lennox Ramkissoon, Verizon: Communications infrastructure is very
important. How do we use the infrastructure to optimize cost to provide that
information to the travelers? We want to spur economic development. We would
ingest multiple streams of data from events that are going on, for example
visitors getting to the beach, which again, spurs economic development. Ingest
data from multiple sources and use it in planning and real-time systems.
One of the barriers is that many departments have their own budgets, so we need to lower the
cost and do more things at once. Infrastructure isn’t just communication, it’s the roadways and
how we accommodate autonomous vehicles. We need consistency in things as such as road
markings for connected vehicles. And finally, risk management for cyber-physical systems.

(Applause.)

Team 4: Mobility Options

1. What would SUCCESS look like?
1. Shared vision and champions - what is our end game/goal? Clear regional vision with buyin or it will be piecemeal.
2. What do the people want? Relates to menu of options. Mobility as a service.
3. Wide range of options/diversity. We need it all and to get started.
4. Mobility as a service
5. Equitable choices and access
6. Focus on the user case. How is success defined?
7. Easy-to-understand options found on one application
8. Implementation of regional catalyst project
9. Parity between modes - reflected in spending priorities and allocation of space
10. Freight/goods movement - don't degrade quality of human environment. Deliveries will
increase. Focus on smaller vehicles/drones/etc.
11. Key cross-sector stakeholders at the table
2. What are the BARRIERS to success?
1. Geography (Bay)
2. Lack of shared vision
3. Haven't integrated land use and transportation as well as we could
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4. Expectations are not realistic
5. Drive to you qualify (residence location decisions)
6. Grassroots public involvement - only hearing from those with an agenda. Polarization
across the country. Compensate general public for their time (e.g., babysitter).
7. Hard to serve a suburban large area - elected officials reflect that structure
8. Lack of tangible examples - find ways to implement more pilot projects to help people
understand what could be
9. State legislation structure is a barrier to success (e.g., cities go to referendum)
10. Multiple state- and local-funding sources and be strategic lower cost options - quick wins
11. Have a willingness to fail - pilot projects - measure success and fortitude to stick with it
12. Getting diverse population to agree on preferred options
3. What PERFORMANCE METRICS would you use to measure success?
1. Adequate choices for majority
2. Ridership/adoption - person throughput
3. Measure are we reaching all people - equity (e.g., funding allocation)
4. Safety
5. Modal-split
6. Is there a unified vision with action plan? Align performance metrics with that vision.
7. Does vision hold-up for next generation? Segment populations with potentially different
metrics
8. Can people age in place?
9. Select small group of projects and measure their success - implement and prove value at
small incremental cost
10. Identify the problem/issue - tech companies may bring creative solutions
11. Match private- and public-sector needs to create solutions out of the norm
12. Economic development/value – land-use and tax value, access to jobs, time it takes to
travel
13. Regional sustainability goals - resiliency. How do mobility options advance/complement
those?
14. Measure/track miles per mode built. Find ways to count people.
4. What LESSONS can we learn from others?
1. Don't put all your eggs in one basket - spread resources. Be flexible.
2. Incremental, low-cost projects - pilot/demonstration successful
3. Adapt lessons to our situation. One size does not fit all.
4. More focus and leverage on private sector
5. Cities can support land development to help spur economic development
6. Get people to move here from other cities with better transportation then demand it here!

(Applause.)

Cheryl Stacks, City of St. Petersburg: We need a shared vision and champions
around the region to help us get buy in for projects moving forward. We need
modal parity, whether you go by transit, walk, or bike, you have options besides
the personal automobile. We need equitable access to those options. We don’t
want to ever lose track of the user experience. We talked about freight and goodsmovement too, that it does not degrade the quality of the human environment.
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Breakout Session 2: Solving the Challenges with Technology
Part 1: Participants will stay in their teams to brainstorm solutions to the Challenges by
answering How can technology and innovation help us address the challenge?
Part 2: In their team areas, participants will build a Bold Action Plan with key actions,
timeframes, and key stakeholders.
 Short Term: < 1 year
 Mid-Term: 1 – 3 years
 Long-Term: 3 – 5 years
Tina: Those are some great ideas! Our next activity is to solve our challenges. You get to selfselect your team on this one. The first table is Highway Safety, table two is Local Safety, table
three is Infrastructure Readiness, and table four is Mobility Options. Please spread out and
make sure the teams are balanced. PJ has printed reports of what you just came up with and
placed them on the table that you can use as a resource. Also, on the table is a packet. On the
last page are some questions to help you come up with some ideas.
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The participants self-selected into teams.
Solving the Challenges with Technology – Team Reports
Tina: Let’s hear what you came up with. We’ll start with Team 4 this time and work backwards.
Team 4: Mobility Options

Top Brainstorming Ideas

This list shows the Top Mobility Option ideas selected by the team.

1. Improving access to information on multiple modes for trip - real-time information, etc.
2. Using technology to link data sources and assist in how we leverage that data - open
source, standardization
3. Testing new ideas with technology with the intent to scale
4. Using technology to share information with the users, other implementers, and decision
makers

Brainstorming List

This list includes the remaining items, after Top Mobility Option ideas were selected.
1. Leveraging technology to collect data on and information from the users
2. Using technology to bring public and private entities to work together
3. Improving education and communication
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4. Using technology to monitor occupancy and track how people are moving
5. Get people interested in trying something new because it’s innovative and involves
technology
6. AV and on-demand improving efficiency of movement
Cheryl: We discussed how we could test new ideas with technology and how to
fund that. What is the platform and who would test them with the intent to scale
them up and apply them in other areas? It could force some innovation. We talked
about improving access and making it more available to people. Use it as an
information-gathering tool and educate the public about reliability of public
transportation and the costs of owning a car.
We talked about a single app for all transportation or using a general framework that is more
open-source. The data and framework would need to be consistent and more data could be
collected and made available across apps. Also, use technology to share information with other
implementers to take advantage of lessons learned. (Applause.)
Tina: What did you all think about that?
Speaker: Did you talk about young people versus older people in terms of apps and the small
screens?
Cheryl: We talked about access from an equity standpoint, everyone might not have a
smartphone or may be data-limited. We talked about proliferating quality wi-fi to reduce a
barrier to access. There are a variety of mobile devices. If we standardized the framework it
could adapt do different screen types.
Vik: Keep in mind the OEMs (original equipment manufacturers). Their human-machine
interfaces will act as these apps, so you don’t have to stare at a screen as a vehicle is moving,
which is important from a safety standpoint. OEMs are developing these as we speak.
Team 3: Infrastructure Readiness

Top Brainstorming Ideas

This list shows the Top Infrastructure Readiness ideas selected by the team.

1. Use technology to avoid costly infrastructure improvements (e.g., 5G vs. fiber)
2. Centralized data/infrastructure management center. Real-time data. Share costs among
multiple agencies. Share implementation road maps.
3. Public safety: gunshot detection, weather warnings, evacuations, traffic incident
management (crashes/special events)
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4. Share lessons learned across agencies/regions to reduce wasteful technology trials and
increase the adoption rate of successful technologies.

There were no remaining items after the Top Infrastructure Readiness ideas were selected.
Shannon Haney, Hillsborough Area Regional Transit (HART): Have a
centralized data source to manage all the real-time data coming in. We have
stakeholders with so many detections, such as roadway devices, gunshot devices,
and cameras, and need to be able to ingest these things into a central location.
We could respond more quickly to safety events, such as the weather. In order to
have the infrastructure in place, there’s a need for a shared strategic roadmap
among the stakeholders. Drive down the cost of implementing this technology by working
together. That would also bring in private partnerships.
The lesson learned would be to reduce wastefulness. Having a strong roadmap will reduce costs
to improve infrastructure.
Tina: Comments?
Speaker: You solved it! (Applause.)
Team 2: Safety on Arterials and Local Streets

Top Brainstorming Ideas

This list shows the Top Safety on Arterials and Local Streets ideas selected by the team.

1. Complete street/context-sensitive designs to balance multiple modes
2. Analytic tools – multi-modal travel
3. Pedestrian- and bicycle-friendly innovations & technology (V2X communications, signals,
& design)
4. Increase number of safe mid-block crossings
5. Cameras/sensors for detection, enforcement & data collection

Brainstorming List

This list includes the remaining items after Top Safety on Arterials and Local Streets ideas were
selected.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Crowdsourcing to identify problem (e.g., Waze)
Improve response time to crashes to reduce secondary impact
Pedestrian countdown clocks at signals
Pedestrian & bicycle-friendly signal timing - including vehicle platooning to create gaps
Accommodate bicycle use based on facility context
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6. Single app customer platform for traveler information (Mobility as a Service (MaaS))
7. Pedestrian-friendly turn restrictions
8. Smart parking apps to reduce circulating traffic
9. Street & pedestrian lighting - intersection and roadside
10. Bus bays/pullouts & safer stops for waiting
Ken Spitz, Florida Department of Transportation: We had 14 ideas, and
came up with five as our top. Under the pedestrian category, we came up with a
few ideas about having bicycle and pedestrian-friendly turn restrictions, such as
adaptive signals, V2X (vehicle to everything), and physical design (refuges,
channeling islands, etc.). (Applause.)
Tina: Any comments?
Speaker: What about roundabouts?
Ken: We should add that one.
Team 1: Safety on Limited Access Highways (Interstates)

Top Brainstorming Ideas

This list shows the Top Safety on Limited Access Highways (Interstates) ideas selected by the
team.
1. Deploy CV technology
2. Implement variable speed limits
3. Implement ICM (Integrated Corridor Management)/Smart mobility platform

Brainstorming List

This list includes the remaining items after Top Safety on Limited Access Highways (Interstates)
ideas were selected.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ramp metering
Smart work zones
Manage lanes
Bring in better speed/flow data
Change the regulatory framework - Leverage technology tools to influence decision
makers.
6. Provide contextual data to users through private partners.
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Vik Bhide, City of Tampa: Employ connected-vehicle (CV) technology on
interstates. CV technology acts as an awareness tool on interstates. It can inform
you if you are going too fast, makes you aware of upcoming traffic or work zones,
and it’s designed to inform a machine in the future. That sets us up for better
things.
Speed is a big problem on interstates. Variable limits work. It’s been proven. If there are
incidents on the interstate, using ICM (Integrated Corridor Management) will reduce secondary
accidents on the interstate and allows personnel to handle it better.
Another one is ramp metering, if you don’t overload the interstates they are safer. Additionally,
there is trip awareness. We do a good job of making drivers aware of hazards, but often we
miss that “gratitude” factor. When there isn’t a problem, people don’t notice. We need to
provide that information to drivers, so they feel good about their trip. (Applause.)
Tina: Any comments?
Speaker: On the first one, are you talking about CV technology as a focused response inside
the vehicle?
Vik: We’re talking about vehicles with onboard units. Work zones can also inform drivers. They
could have units that advertise they are work zones and to be aware. It’s the full suite for any
transportation user on limited access.
Speaker: To what extent can CV technology manage speed variance between vehicles?
Vik: Great point. Through speed harmonization, a subset of vehicle-to-vehicle. When they talk
to each other, as a unit, they can make an assessment and determine the best speed to travel,
which increases safety and improves mobility.
Speaker: Does it change the speed of the vehicle automatically?
Speaker: Yes, it can for autonomous vehicles, if it’s a connected vehicle, then the driver
remains in control and will be drawn to the proper action.
Speaker: HART and Tampa are both partners in deploying 13 applications using V2V (vehicle
to vehicle) and V2X. Tampa has some informative videos on www.tampacvpilot.com if you are
not familiar with it.
Speaker: Integrated corridor management could be considered an umbrella under which you
have a set of tools now and in the future. Now we have information about where and when
speeds are appropriate.
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Speaker: That’s one of the main reasons Tampa was selected to be a pilot. We
have one mile where we’re using 13 applications. We’ll get some real data of what
happens in the real world.
Vik: Partnerships are the key to mobility going forward, not just between public
agencies, but with private agencies, OEM, Silicon Valley, etc. We
need to share information with apps to make the information better.
Jean Duncan: We tend to look outside our organizations, but we also need to
strengthen our partnership within our city, our law enforcement, etc. We need
to work on them to incorporate these things as well.
Bold Action Plans Activity
Tina: Can anyone tell me what “I2A” stand for? The participants shouted “Ideas to Action!”
Yes! This is the part you’ve all been waiting for! On the screen you’ll see our framework. PJ has
copied in the top solutions you came up with. You will select each solution and under the
timeframe, identify the key stakeholders, and enter the action items. You can stay in the teams
you are in, unless you are inclined to move to another topic, you are welcome to do that. When
we’re done we’ll move back to the Tropics for wrap-up.

The teams brainstormed action plans.
Bold Action Plans Activity – Team Reports
Tina: We’re going to do a share out and have each group talk about just one solution. Pick
your favorite to share.
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Team 1: Safety on Limited Access Highways (Interstates)

Framework for Safety on Limited Access Highways (Interstates)
SOLUTIONS

TIMEFRAME Key
Key
(Short-term, Stakeholders Action 1
Mid-term,
Long-term)

Key
Action 2

Key
Action 3

1. Deploy CV
technology

Short-term
(< 1 year)

2. Implement
variable speed
limits

Long-term
(3-5 years)

3. Implement ICM
(Integrated Corridor
Management)/Smart
mobility platform

Short-term
(< 1 year)

FDOT, FHWA,
Local
Agencies,
OEMs,
Equipment
Providers,
Transit,
Elected
Officials, End
Users, Port,
Freight
Industry
FDOT, Local/
Enforcement
Agencies,
Lawmakers,
FHWA

Identify and
develop
regional CV
plan

Identify Costs
and Funding

Build
coalition

Identify
barriers to
implementation

Develop pilot
projects

Build
support

FDOT, Local
Agencies, Law
Enforcement,
Private Data
Providers,
Emergency
Responders,
FHWA

Identify and
develop project
and data
sources

Identify costs
and funding

Build
coalition

Vik: I’m going to talk about implementation of integrated of corridor management
or a smart mobility platform. We’ve identified it as short-term, but it involves a lot
of things. As a region we are working towards it, but there are aspects of it ready
to go today. The first stakeholder is FDOT. We haven’t specified the local agencies
because we’re not sure of them yet. The key actions are to identify what our
project is going to be and what kind of data are we going to input and output. We
need to identify costs and funding. Of course,
funding won't be a problem in this region.
(Laughter.) The third action is to build a coalition.
Again, all smart cities have a diverse set of
stakeholders. (Applause.)
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Team 2: Safety on Arterials and Local Streets

Framework for Safety on Arterials and Local Streets
SOLUTIONS

TIMEFRAME Key
Key
(Short-term, Stakeholders Action 1
Mid-term,
Long-term)

Key
Action 2

Key
Action 3

1. Complete
Street/Context
Sensitive designs to
balance multiple
modes

Long-term
(3-5 years)

Design

Data
Collection/
Study

Outreach use tech to
simplify &
facilitate

2. Analytic tools multi-modal travel

Short-term
(< 1 year)

Set goals

Develop tools
- select
developer or
market-driven

3. Pedestrian- and
Bicycle-friendly
innovations &
technology (V2X
communications,
signals, & design)

Mid-term
(1-3 years)

Roadway
jurisdiction
(FDOT, THEA,
County &
Locals)

Identify data
needs.
Collect
existing
and/or buy
data?
Study to
determine
hot spot
location &
application

Identify
hardware,
software &
equipment
thru peer
exchange &
other
research

Installation of
sensors and
control
equipment.
Publicize
apps &
devices.

4. Innovative Designs Roundabouts, DLTs,
RCUTs, etc

Mid-term
(1-3 years)

Roadway
jurisdiction
(FDOT, County
& Locals)

Determine
location &
application

Design ped & bikefriendly

Outreach
before install.
Awareness &
education.

5. Wayfinding Kiosks walk, bike & transit

Short-term
(< 1 year)

Local govts,
transit
agencies &
OEMs

Determine
locations

Identify
software &
equipment
needs leverage
existing
proven
solutions

Fund &
implement
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Sean Barbeau, Center for Urban Transportation Research: Pedestrian- and
bicycle-friendly innovations and technology. We had a few that fell under this
umbrella and ball-parked this in the mid-term. The stakeholders would be the
jurisdiction it falls under. The first action item is to look at hotspots by injuries,
fatalities, and near-misses to see where to employ first. Identify the solutions that
are out there and what does and doesn’t work. Once we identify the software, we
would install it, determine if the public needs to install it, and have a public outreach campaign
to let them know it’s out there. (Applause.)
Team 3: Infrastructure Readiness

Framework for Infrastructure Readiness
SOLUTIONS

TIMEFRAME Key
Key
(Short-term, Stakeholders Action 1
Mid-term,
Long-term)

Key
Action 2

Key
Action 3

1. Share
implementation
road maps.

Short-term
(< 1 year)

Lead agency:
FDOT.
Stakeholders:
All alliance
members
(Public &
private)

Create a
working
group to
share and
discuss
strategic
initiatives.

Gap analysis
of each
initiative and
expected
timeline.

Fill gaps and
develop a
regional plan
and develop an
ongoing
program.

2. Centralized
data/infrastructure
management
center. Real-time
data. Share costs
among multiple
agencies.
3. Use technology
to avoid costly
infrastructure
improvements.
[E.g., Public safety:
gunshot detection,
weather warnings,
evacuations, traffic
incident
management
(crashes/special
events)]

Mid-term
(1-3 years)

Lead agency:
Alliance
Stakeholders:
All data owners
across
jurisdictions.

Create
shared
platforms &
standards.

Identify
available data
and data
sharing
restrictions.

Pilot/implement
projects and
tests with
performance
measures and
evaluations.

Short-term
(< 1 year)

Lead agency:
Alliance
Stakeholders:
All alliance
members.

Review case
studies of
local
technologies.
Stakeholder
interviews.

Identify test
cases to
deploy
solutions.
Track
performance
measures and
make
improvements.
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Craig Fox, FDOT: Have a centralized data management center and share costs
between agencies. Traffic management centers can avoid a lot of costs, we could
do midterm with that. The data would be shared among all agencies, law
enforcement, public health, etc. The data would differ between them. With shared
platform devices we need to be on the same page, so we can share among all the
entities. Not all data is always available, you need to identify what the restrictions
are (e.g., law enforcement). We need to have pilot and implementation projects to have an idea
of what are we going to use it for and share the successes and develop new ideas. Show a
return on investment. (Applause.)
Team 4: Mobility Options

Framework for Mobility Options
SOLUTIONS

TIMEFRAME Key
Key
(Short-term, Stakeholders Action 1
Mid-term,
Long-term)

Key
Action 2

Key
Action 3

1. Improving access
to information on
multiple modes for
trip - real-time
information, etc.

Short-term
(< 1 year)

Identify and
agree upon
a standard
framework
between
stakeholders

Develop an
implementation
plan and
schedule.
Include a
summary of
prior actions
and outcomes

Identify
sustainable
funding
sources

2. Using technology
to link data sources
and assist in how we
leverage that data open source,
standardization

Mid-term
(1-3 years)

Identifying
and agreeing
upon a data
management
structure and
ownership

Identifying
sustainable
funding
sources looking at
other models,
lessons
learned, and
evidence
based best
practices

Identify key
performance
metrics
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3. Testing new ideas
with technology with
the intent to scale

Short-term
(< 1 year)

Public sector,
implementers,
academia, and
citizens

Identify the
problem we
are trying to
solve with
technology
and issue
mobility
challenges

Looking for
opportunities
to link outside
our immediate
area

4. Using technology
to share information
with the users other
implementers and
decision makers

Mid-term
(1-3 years)

Public Sector

Cataloging
existing data

Identify the
most efficient
way to
distribute and
collect
feedback on
the information

Identify
strategies to
adapt
throughout
the process
and Identify
how we
measure
success

Stan Schultes, Spark Growth: We picked testing new ideas with technology
with the intent to scale. We identified it as short term. Stakeholders are a broad
group, keeping in mind we want to benefit the people who live here. Under key
actions, identify the problem we are trying to solve with technology, then issue
mobility challenges to the private sector and get them involved in what we are
trying to do. We want to get multiple groups involved to get some competition to
choose the best of the best. As much as we think we are unique, there are others trying to
solve the same issues; collaborate with other cities. Finally, be willing and able to adapt to
change and measure success. (Applause.)
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Highlights, Wrap-Up & Next Steps

opportunities.

Dr. Robert Bertini, Director, Center for Urban Transportation Research:
Thanks for your participation today. I wanted to thank University of South Florida
Center for Urban Transportation Research, the City of Tampa, Florida DOT, the
Hillsborough County Metropolitan Planning Organization, and all the organizers.
Going back to the first meeting, we talked about a loose framework to keep us
aligned but not too tight. That helps us collaborate in future funding

I was impressed with the great dialogue that happened today. It’s all been documented so we’ll
get to digest it when we get it. We’re turning our passion into solving problems in to actions to
see differences in our community. We’re going to keep the band together and keep in line with
our top passions. If there were challenges that didn’t come up, please let us know.
We look forward to future sessions like this. Does anyone think we should do this in Pasco? I
think we should move around a bit, it’s important, as is being together in person. Part of our
role is to be accountable to each other and the people we represent. I was pleased to hear this
brought up multiple times today. We need to truly collaborate. Let’s thank Collaborative Labs
for hosting and facilitating our discussion. (Applause.) I would love to have a room like this at
the University of South Florida. The great thing is we’ll get the Real-time Record with all of the
wonderful ideas you came up with. Keep your eyes open for the next gathering and let us know
if you have ideas for a location.
Speaker: We’ve identified short-term things. Are there any grant opportunities? Are we ready
to pursue larger, regional grants?
Dr. Bertini: Yes, there are such opportunities out there.
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Vik: Yes, that is one of the goals of being in an alliance. There is a version of the Sandbox
Grant coming up.
Dr. Bertini: There may be two more university-focused transportation center competitions.
One is on Congestion and the other is on Infrastructure. Research- and education-wise,
University of South Florida would be eligible, and we would ask the alliance for support on that.
Speaker: Tech Data would love to host the next meeting. We have the space
and are not far from here. We are available after the first week July.
Vik: Does the second week of July work for everyone?
sheet.

Ken: We can do an email survey on that. We’ll use your email on the sign in

Tina: What did you all think of the space? Keep in mind we have other Labs here, we have a
larger room that seats over 100 people, and we also we have mobile technology to take our
show on the road, so we can come to you in one of your future events. The Real-time Record
will be distributed to the key stakeholders at the end of the week and made available next
week.
If you can do a short, one- to two-minute interview with Alice about today’s session, you can
stay after. There is also an event coming up, the Tampa Bay Area Regional Transit Authority
(TBARTA) is hosting a discussion on a Regional MPO (Metropolitan Planning Organization)
meeting here on June 1. Are there any other meeting announcements?
Cheryl: On May 10th, there will be a kick-off for the Gateway Mid-county Master Plan. It will be
significant planning from Gandy north to the water to Belcher, including the employment sector,
by FDOT. We’ll talk about mobility options and potential solutions. This group should be
engaged in that effort.
Tina: Give yourselves a round of applause. We had about 25 agencies represented today!
(Applause.)
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Appendix – Smart Cities Challenges (rolling presentation)
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